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Thank you!

Congratulations with your Wheel, and 
thank you for hanging on! 
Words can not express how we feel that 
Wheel is finally in your hands.

The Miniot team

What is Wheel?

Wheel is a turntable upside down. All 
delicate parts are built into the plateau, 
protected from dust or errors. Unlike 
other turntables, Wheel turns counter
clockwise, and plays the Bside (the side 
facing down) of your 12 inch record. 
Because of its unique construction, 
Wheel can be used horizontally and 
vertically. Wheel is operated by the stick 

in the center.

We’ve gone to great lengths to build 
Wheel to the best of our ability, using 

the finest materials and components, to 
give you many years of enjoyment.

Wheel is factory tuned to optimal specifi
cation. No adjustments are needed. 
Please read this manual carefully to 
ensure you understand all the features  
and functions of Wheel. Enjoy!

We’ve set up a user group to 
share your experience with 
Wheel and show off your gear! 

Hope to see you at miniot.com/wheelies
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Precautions

• Turntables, tonearms and cartridges are 
delicate, so please take extreme care  
when moving, setting-up and using them.

• Do not use Wheel near sources of 
heat, or liquids. Don’t expose Wheel to 
moisture. Ensure ventilation around 
Wheel, at least 10 cm in all directions. 

• Do not open Wheel’s enclosure or 
force objects into its openings.

• Place Wheel on a fixed level surface 
where it will not fall or trip. Avoid 
placing it on soft surfaces such as 
carpet and fabric.

• Wheel should only be used in mild 
climates between 5 °C (41 °F) and 35 °C 
(95 °F).

• Keep packaging material and small pieces 
out of reach of children.

• Unplug the power supply if Wheel is not 
used for extended periods of time.

• Only clean Wheel with a microfibre cloth 
(lightly damp if necessary). If the wooden 
parts of Wheel lose their luster over time, 
a drop of furniture oil will make it like new.

• If Wheel performs erratically or emits 
smoke or odour, disconnect from 
the power supply and contact us at 
servicewheel@miniot.com

• Wheel is covered by a lifetime 
warranty against manufacturing 
defects. This warranty does not cover 

wear, tear and shipping costs.

• Any unauthorised modifications or failure 
to follow recommended guidelines may 
invalidate the warranty.

• If Wheel needs to be returned for repair 
or inspection, the original packaging 
must be used to preserve warranty.

• Caution should be taken when using 
earphones or headphones with Wheel. 
Excessive volume from earphones or 
headphones can cause hearing loss.

Unpacking

After unpacking, store Wheel’s box and 
packaging items in a safe place.  
If Wheel needs to be transported later, it’s 
original packaging can be used.

After removal of the transport screws 
you can take out all items on top of 
Wheel, and gently lift Wheel out of its box. 

To unlock Wheel, 
turn the closed box
bottom side up
  

Remove the
green labels and

thumbscrews.
No tools are

needed

Carefully turn the box
top side up and unpack Wheel
miniot.com/wheelunpack

Wheel is mounted to the bottom
of this box with 2 transport screws

With Wheel out of the box, the red 
transport clip and tape can be removed. 
Wheel is now ready to set up.
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Wheel on a table
When you choose to use Wheel 
horizontally, place it on a sturdy,  
vibration free table. Please make  
sure the table is level.  

For detailed instructions visit  
miniot.com/wheelontable

Wheel on the wall
Wheel can be hung on the wall. Brick or 

concrete walls are better than woodpanel 
walls. Wheel can be mounted with regular 
dowels and screws. 
For detailed instructions visit  
miniot.com/wheelonwall

Wheel on a stand
Wheel can be mounted on the supplied 
stand. All parts and tools for the  
stand are included in the box.  
For detailed instructions visit  
miniot.com/wheelonstand

Wheel placement

By nature, turntables are designed to 
make sound from even the smallest 
vibrations. This means that they are also 
very good at picking up vibrations you 
don’t want to hear.

To minimize this, Wheel is a carefully 
tuned combination of mass, stiffness, 
magnets and isolated electronics.  
While all of this helps, it’s still important 
that Wheel is placed or mounted level 
on a rigid, sturdy surface, away from 
loudspeakers or high power devices 
like amplifiers.

Do not leave Wheel exposed to heat 
and direct sunlight, this may affect the 
cosmetic finish  over time, and could 
cause warping of records that are on the 
plateau.

Because of its construction and builtin 
orientation sensor, Wheel can be placed 
in three ways.

table stand wall

Vinyl rules

When handling your vinyl phonograph 
records, avoid touching the playing or 
grooved surface. You should handle the 
record by either edge and the labeled 
surface only.

Remove the vinyl record from the jacket 
with the inner dust sleeve by bowing the 
jacket open, holding it against the body 
and applying a slight pressure with a 
hand. Pull the record out by holding a 
corner of the inner dust sleeve. Avoid 
pressing down onto the disc with the 
fingers as any dust caught between the 
sleeve and the disc will be pressed into 
the grooves.

Remove your phonograph record from 
the inner dust sleeve by bowing the dust 
sleeve and letting it slip gradually into an 
open hand so that the edge falls on the 
inside of the thumb knuckle. The middle 
finger should reach for the center label. 
Never reach into the sleeve.

To hold a record, place the thumb on 
the edge of the disc, and the rest of the 
fingers of the same hand on the center 
label for balance. Use both hands on the 
edge to place disc on your Wheel.
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Phono/line toggle switch

Headphones

Phono/line RCA connectors

Ground connector

World Power Supply 12V

Headphone volume control

EU UK US AU

Wheel connections

Connector panel
Wheel’s connector panel is mounted in 
the base. If used horizontally, it points 
north, if used upright, it points downward.

 

Power
Wheel comes with its own wooden 
12V DC power supply. It adapts to the 
AC voltage in your country and connects 
between your wall plug and the 12V port 
on Wheel’s rear panel. The power supply 
is available with different connector 
types: Europe (EU), United Kingdom (UK), 
United States (US) and Australia (AU).

Ground
When Wheel’s phono output is used, 
a separate wire grounds Wheel to the 
amplifier to remove hum. The ground 
wire is fixed with a screw for safe contact.

RCA connectors
The RCA connectors provide phono or 
line output signal. If Wheel is connected 
to an amplifier with phono input, set the 
toggle switch to ‘phono’. If your device 
doesn’t have a phono input, set the 
switch to ‘line’ and connect RCA cables to 
the ‘line’ or ‘aux’ input of your device.

WARNING: IF THE TOGGLE SWITCH IS IN THE 
WRONG POSITION, THE SOUND CAN BE 
DISTORTED, EXTREMELY LOUD OR QUIET.

Headphones
Headphones with a 3,5 mm jack plug can 
be connected directly to Wheel. If the 
toggle switch is set to ‘on’, Wheel’s stick 
doubles as volume control.

Switch
The toggle switch selects phono, line and 
headphone modes as described above.

Wireless
To use Wheel wirelessly visit  
miniot.com/wirelesswheel.
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RIGHTLEFT

NORTH

Stick

Play
Long click north

Stop
Long click north

Pause
Short click north

Next track
Short click right

Previous track
Short click left

Forward
Click right and hold

Rewind
Click left and hold

Headphone volume
Turn stick down or up

Record clamp
Press record to lock

Record release
Firmly push stick down

Service mode
Hold left for 8 seconds

Swing to play
Swing plateau
counterclockwise

Connector panel

Turning Wheel on
Wheel doesn’t have a power switch. After 
connecting the power supply to Wheels 
12V port and plugging it in, the stick lights 
up, and Wheel is ready to use. If nothing 
happens, Wheel automatically switches 
off after 30 seconds. Any action turns 
Wheel on again.

Placing a record on Wheel
Wheel only plays 12 inch records. 
Holding the record by the edges, 
center the hole over the stick. Lower 
the record until it rests on the plateau.  

  Press the record down with two fingers 
until the clamps lock it into position.

 
Stick actions
Wheel is operated with the center stick. 
All of the sticks actions are confirmed by 
a responsive click and a blinking pattern 
of the led on top. Here’s an overview of 
it’s functions.

    Play  When Wheel detects a 
record, click and hold the stick north* 

(away from you) until the plateau 
starts spinning. After the plateau locks 
into speed (33 or 45 rpm) the arm moves 
to the first track and Wheel starts playing.

  Stop  When a record is playing , a long 
click north lifts and parks the arm in the 
safe position. The plateau stops spinning.

  Swing to play  Wheel also starts 
playing if you swing the plateau 
counterclockwise.

*North and south movements trigger the same 

actions. If you prefer south (towards you), that’s fine.

IMPORTANT:  
WHEEL’S TONEARM SITS BELOW THE RECORD.  
IT PLAYS THE SIDE FACING DOWN. 
WHEEL ALWAYS TURNS COUNTERCLOCKWISE.

Using Wheel

click rightpush down

north

south

rightleft

click left

Solid white
Playing

Blinking
Pause

Slowly blinking
Jogging

Double blinking
Service mode

Dim
Stand by

Off
Deep sleep

Fast blinking

Factory reset

System failure

Wheel needs attention
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speakers

line out to active speakers

phono to amplifier

headphone out with volume control

line out to music system

line out to bluetooth wireless

  Pause and resume - A short click north 
pauses Wheel. The stylus is taken off the 
record but stays in position. The plateau 
keeps spinning and the light on the stick 
blinks slowly. Another short click resumes 
playing. 

  Next or   previous track - A short 
click right moves the tonearm to the next 
track and starts playing. A short click left 
plays the previous track.

  Forward or   rewind  Click and 
hold the stick right or left to navigate. 
The stylus is lifted off the record and 
moves in the chosen direction. 
When the stick is released,  playing is 
resumed from the new position. A fast 
blinking confirms movement.  

NOTE: TRACK SELECTION MIGHT NOT BE 
ACCURATE ON COLOURED OR TRANSPARENT 
RECORDS, OR RECORDS WITH VERY NARROW 
TRACKS. IF THIS HAPPENS, USE THE FORWARD 
OR REWIND FUNCTION.

  Headphone volume - If a headphone 
is connected to the 3,5 mm port on 
the rear panel, the stick can be used 
as volume control by turning clockwise 
(louder) or counterclockwise (quieter).

Removing a record
  Release a record by firmly 

pushing the stick down until 
it unlocks. Carefully hold the 
record by the edges and slide 
it over the stick to remove it.

NOTE: 12 INCH RECORDS CAN BE SLIGHTLY 
DIFFERENT IN HOLE SIZE AND THICKNESS. 
IF THE RECORD IS CLAMPED TIGHTLY, JUST 
PRESS AND WIGGLE THE STICK TO RELEASE IT. 

  Service mode  Over time, the stylus 
will pick up dust from the grooves of your 

records. This affects audio quality. To 
clean the stylus, remove the record, 
click and hold the stick left for 5 
seconds. The arm moves out to the 

service position. Clean the stylus with a 
soft brush*. After cleaning, a short stick 
click parks the arm in it’s home position.
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Wheel dimensions

Wheel base Ø x H  320 x 42,7 mm

Center stick Ø x H 7,2 x 24,5 mm

Total Weight 2850 gram* 

Audio Technica AT95E cartridge

Type Moving magnet,  
 dual magnet cartridge

Frequency Response 2020,000 Hz

Channel Separation >20 dB at 1 kHz

Tracking weight  1.75 grams, horizontal/ 
 vertical setup 

Channel Balance within 2.0 dB

Stylus 0.4 x 0.7 mil elliptical 
 diamond stylus

Cartridge is factory fitted to tonearm.  
 Not user replaceable.

Replacement Stylus Modified ATN95E.  
 User replaceable.

Phono stage

RIAA accuracy +/-0.2dB 100Hz to 100kHz

Using Burr Brown OPA2134

Headphone Amplifier

Output 750 mW

Impedance 0,265 Ohm

Distortion <0,00008%

Using Burr Brown OPA2134

Miniot Linear tonearm

Tangential tracking, assisted balanced

Optomechanical spindle transport system

Dimensionally enhanced micromachined teak arm

Flexinol based automatic lift system

Infrared track detection system

Plateau

Unibody aircraft grade aluminium cast alloy, 
precision turned. 

Open core shaft, magnetic floating bearings.

EPDM ring record support.

Magnetic/PS spring record label support

Base  Pertinax base with 3 wooden magnetic 
isolation feet. Insulating layered wooden body

Center stick

Multiaction, mechanical feedback switch stick

Floating magnet shaft with built in locking clamps

Drive system

Electronically controlled closed-loop belt drive

Speed 33,1/3 and 45 rpm. 

Power

World power supply 120-240V AC - 12V DC 
Plug type is based on country or user preference.

Wheel specifications V 0.5

* All product specifications and data are subject 
to changes without notice to improve function .
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Wheel by Miniot
Made in Holland

Miniot bv - Laan 22 - 1741 EB Schagen - the Netherlands 
www.miniot.com/wheel    wheel@miniot.com 
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